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Preface

Rapid transformation in U.S.-U.S.S.R. relations has opened the prospect of altering

the American economic, industrial and other institutional structures put in place during 45

years of Cold War. The politics of such efforts must include an up-to-date formulation of

how the U.S. is ruled, taking into account the structural economic changes wrought by the

long military-political contest. The core point is this: a structure of federal chief executive

officers, centered in the White House and Pentagon, controls capital resources as great

and greater than the resources that define the decision power  of the cor por ate chief

executive of ficer s. The A merican r uling clas s , by 1990, has become a state/corporate

managerial entity. Together they contr ol the militar y- indus trial complex. Els ew her e I  have

tr ied to def ine the structural features of the newer government-based decision-making

entity, its relation with corporate management, and the destructive consequences f or 

economy and the wider  s ociety.1

Proposition One

The Cold War is over, but the Cold War-making institutions are intact. The Pentagon

receives an annual capital fund that, since 1951, has exceeded the net profits of all U.S.

corporations taken together. Hence the state managers of the Pentagon and their C.E.O. in

the White House control the
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largest single capital fund in the U.S. economy.

F rom 1947 to 1989 the P entagon expended $8.2 trillion ( measur ed in dollars of 1982

purchasing power). One meaning of this is that, again as of 1982, the value of all U.S.

industrial plant and equipment plus the value of the total U.S. infrastructure amounted to

$7.3 trillion. The Pentagon has, during the period of the Cold War, used up resources

whose value exceeds the largest part of what is manmade on the surface of the United

States. S ince we know  that matter  and energy located in Place A  cannot be simultaneously

located in Place B, we must understand that the resources used up on military account

thereby represent a preemption of resources from civilian needs of every conceivable

kind.

The power ambitions of the Pentagon management are without a defined limit. Now

that the East-West Cold War contest no longer holds much of a viable threat, the

Pentagon is formulating a new strategy for worldwide political/military confrontation.

Drug wars, anti-terrorist wars, anti-nationalis t w ar s , anti- revolution w ar s  ( i.e., " N or th- 

S outh"  conf r ontations  in of ficial jargon) are to replace the Cold war as a rationale for

military budgets that year by year take half of the tax dollars we pay to the federal

government.

Proposition Two

The war economy for powering the Cold War and for wars against the poor — as in

El Salvador — has been consuming U.S. civilian industry. That depletion takes place

through processes that are often indirect and hidden because they are controlled by the

flows of finance capital and interest rates. But the preemption of real resources

comprising fixed and working capital continues. That process is paralleled by the

installation of counter-productivity methods of managing in Pentagon-serving firms. This

accounts for what is otherwise inexplicable, namely the decline in the production

competence of U.S. industry.

That decline is often visible in the total disappearance of entire industries. This is a

new phenomenon in American industrial life where, until recently, if a firm was

unsuccessful then another management would enter



the field — perhaps even buying up the same resources — and would serve the same

market. But that classic mechanism has failed in the cases where there is no one in this

country to take up the slack anymore. That has happened notably in the realm of

consumer electronics. For example, you cannot purchase a cassette recorder that is made

in the United States, not at any price. Neither can you purchase half of the machine tools

required by U.S. industry, as those too must now be produced abroad. Half of the leather 

shoes w e wear come from somew her e els e. A third of the cars . A nd the list goes on and on.

There is a U.S. market for all these goods, but that market cannot be served from U.S.-

based production.

Under these conditions American managers have frequently withdrawn from

organizing work that requires American working people. Money-making by inves tor s could

proceed by employing working people outs ide the U.S . or  by abandoning production

altogether in favor of financial manipulation. Ther eby a histor ic s ocial contr act w as

br oken: the employer  as or ganizer of  work was accorded, in return, a major share of the

proceeds of production. The w ides pr ead disappear ance of  the indus trial employer 

gener ated a sever e crisis for American working people and their trade unions.

The core "economic problem" of U.S. capitalism was transformed. Classically it has been

understood, from right to left among American economists and political f igur es , as 

f luctuating mar ket demand. To cope w ith that problem there has been a great consensus

since the 1930s that government spending should be used to take up the slack in market

demand. The consensus def ined militar y outlays as the mos t des irable f or m of gover nment

s pending f or this pur pose. But the counter- pr oductivity ef fects  f r om sustained application

of resources to the military sphere were not anticipated. Market fluctuation has been

replaced as the central problem of the American economy by incompetence in production.

This is visible if you take into account five fundamental conditions of an industrial

economy with a high, sustained rate of productivity growth:

*   a high and growing wage rate within a cost-minimizing micro-economy

*   a rate of productivity growth sufficient to offset wage and other cost increases



*   competence in both basic and applied research and development

*    the development of new techniques for organizing work to optimize productivity

of labor and capital

*   in consequence of these factors, a rising level of living.

This set of conditions ceased to exist in this country by the 1970s. The United States is no

longer the highest wage-payer in the world, and now occupies a middle position. Prices

of machinery have been rising more rapidly than wages to workers. Productivity growth

has thus been depress ed. A mer ican manager s  and workers  s ear ch abroad for  innovative

w ays of  or ganizing w or k. A nd f or  the fir s t time the new  gener ation of  A mer icans  will

have a standard of living lower than that of their predecessors.

None of this is to say that a high productivity-performing economy automatically

delivers  social justice and the end of  familiar alienation, poverty, racism and exploitation. It

is to say that an economy that is competent in production, hence able to produce

surpluses of real wealth (versus money-valued military goods), offers the best supporting

environment for radically altering conditions of social exploitation. Real wealth with

cons umption and pr oduction us e-value is  an es sential instr ument f or  eliminating poverty,

and for seriously improving the quality of life.

H ence, I judge it important to under s tand how  the U .S. became a s econd- r ate indus trial

economy. The role of  militar y economy as  a causal f actor  has  been obscured by viewing

the military budget as a percentage of the Gross National Product, where it occupies six

to seven percent. Economists have held that such a small percentage of the money-valued

goods and services could not conceivably account for a systematic decay in production

competence. But that six to seven percent for the military includes 75 percent of the

federal government's research and development spending; it covers the wages and

salaries of some thirty percent of the country's engineers and scientists; that six to seven

percent accounts for the accumulation of machinery in the hands of the Department of

Defense whose money value, by the mid-1980s, w as 43 per cent as  much as  the money

value of the total plant and equipment stock of U.S. industry. So the cumulative

preemption of qualitatively significant resources on military account has, understandably,



had the effect of inducing a decay in production competence.

Proposition Three

The war economy, in the service of extending the decision power and wealth of

America's state and corporate managers, has been consuming the U .S. civilian

infr as tructure. Roads , br idges , the w ater  supply, w aste dis pos al systems, housing, medical

care facilities, schools are in disrepair from coas t to coast. I n N ew  Y or k City 83 per cent of 

the s chool buildings  r equir e major r econs tr uction. The city government lacks  the resources,

$10,3 billion, for carrying out the proper repair. $10 billion is needed each year to clean up

toxic w as te dumped in the U .S . $26 billion more is r equir ed each year for repair of roads,

bridges, water and sewer systems. $8 billion is needed annually to make up for deferred

maintenance at colleges and universities. And this is a partial list of the alternative

courses funds allocated to the Pentagon could be given — provided there was a popular

movement that rejected the war economy and demanded preparation for conver ting fr om

military to civilian economy.

Proposition Four

The sover eignty, meaning the ability for s elf-governance, of the United States is being

weakened. This derives from the loss of production competence, w hich res ults  in dependence

on for eign sour ces  f or the s upply of  all manner of goods and services. And from this comes a

loss of ownership and decision power, and an inability to control independently the

purchasing power of the currency, the price of capital (interest rates) and the ability to

marshal resources for all types of socially desirable instruments and projects .



Proposition Five

The quality of lif e is being degr aded. The U.S . public is becoming accustomed to the

exis tence of  a homeles s, castoff  population, and is being made insensitive to the miserable

living conditions of the castoff population. There ar e mor e beggars on Br oadway today than

dur ing the Gr eat D epres sion.

When this  is  paralleled by the military-political manager s'  strategy for  a " North-S outh" 

confr ontation s ystem, w hat is being under scor ed is  that the danger of war, inadequate

standards of living for hundreds of thousands, a healthcare system that can't meet the

needs of the poor or elderly, the housing crisis, the failing educational sys tem — thes e

def ects and more are now being extended, not cur tailed. That leads  to the pr os pect of  a

gr im- future society for the next generation of Americans. They don't need elaborate theories 

about the function of economy and society to understand that for them there ar e severely

limited economic prospects, and indeed life pr os pects .

Proposition Six

A permanent war economy produces these depleted conditions independently of

variations in culture, ideology or political structure. .This consistency of eff ect comes

fr om the fundamental characteris tics of  militar y economy, which cannot help but lead to

the destruction of the processes that had pr eviously yielded improved productivity in all

as pects  of economy. Wher eas  civilian industry classically operated by internal rules and

procedures that worked to minimize cost, in the military economy the rules and

procedures yield the r es ult of m axim izing cos t. And cos t maximizing can s pill over  into

civilian economy, as it now has in the basic machinery producing industries of the United

States. This of course checkmates future production competence and economic gr owth,

and dr ags  the economy tow ar d third- r ate s tatus .

What is a third-rate industrial economy? It is one that has lost the ability to produce

the means of production which are required to repair the



economic damage fr om year s  of decay. That is now  becoming vis ible in the U nited States.

The M anuf actur er s  Cens us  of  1987 s how s that f r om 1977 to 1987 there was a serious

decline in the production capacity of the machine tool industry, of the farm equipment

industry, of the industries that manuf actur e construction machinery, mining machinery,

heavy electrical machinery, textile machinery. In a word, there has been a serious decline

in the production capability of those industries that produce the basic means of production

themselves. These conditions are the result of undevelopment.

The idea of an undevelopment process helps to account for what has otherwise been a

worldwide mystery, the collapse of the Soviet economy. The collaps e that has  become

quite vis ible there, to the point of  les s  food on the table and goods on the shelf, is

derivative from the long concentration of production resources on the military product.

The Soviet military product, though also endowed with money value and price, and also

counted in their Gross National Product, is functionally useless for ordinary consumption

( like the A merican counter part) . Whatever  els e you can do with a tank, you can't eat it,

wear it, live in it or travel in it. And whatever else you can do with a nuclear-powered

submarine or with a military helicopter, you cant produce anything with it. Sustained

concentration of resources on military goods in the end yields the baleful result of a

quagmire, a third-rate economy. That is now visible in the U.S.S.R., also to a degree in

England and Argentina. The United States is moving rapidly in the same direction.

The A merican experience dur ing Wor ld War  I I af f ects  our  contempor ar y ass es s ment

of the r ole of military economy. Plainly, w ar  pr oduction and the dr af t " solved"  the

unemployment and mar ket demand problems  of  the Gr eat Depression. Economists also

noted that during World War II average per capita consumption expenditures by

Americans increased in parallel with immense production for the military. Many people

inferred that therefore the U.S. could have guns and butter in the presence of a full scale

war economy. The flaw in this reasoning is that it overlooked the fact that the economy's

infrastructure (roads, power stations, bridges, etc.) could carry on nicely for four years

without major maintenance or repair, but not for forty years, the duration of the Cold

War. All this goes far to account for



the economic collapse in the U.S.S.R. and the decay in the U.S. and England after World

War II, in contrast to the outstanding record of wealth creation in Germany and Japan.

A declining economy is also a route to social collapse, and major parts of internal

social collapse are visible in the U.S. as well, with poverty, drug use and crime on the

rise. I am told of a schoolteacher in a Westchester public school who confiscated a knife

from a 13 year old youth, and cautioned him about the behavior that this seemed to imply,

and that this could very well lead to conflict with the law and even jail. And the young

person replied that being in jail is okay, because you get three meals a day and a war m

bed.

Proposition Seven

For all these reasons the power of the military-industrial complex must be sharply

reduced, and the decisive step toward that reduction is the cutting of their budgets,

decreasing the resources made available to them.

Who opposes  economic convers ion? Fir st and for emos t, the CEO s  of the military-

industrial complex, starting with the Chief in the White House and extending to the CEO s 

of  the subor dinate f ir ms  and enter pr ises  — including the major industrial firms and

government-fund research establishments like the Livermore and Los Alamos laboratories.

These people are locked into the cultur e of inter nal cost-maximizing and external political

diplomacy relating especially to the Pentagon and the Congress. These skills are typically

non- tr ans f er able to a cos t- minimizing civilian mar ket envir onment. These people fear a

peace economy that renders them obsolete and diminishes their decision power.

Furthermore, the sphere of control of these CEO s mus t never  be underes timated.

Remember  that they control the largest capital fund in the American economy year by

year. And remember that they are responsible for the direct employment of 3.9 million

people in the industrial and related enterprises that serve the Department of Defense.

They als o have a million civilian employees  on their ow n payr oll. Ther e are two million

uniformed personnel subject to their command in the armed



forces of the United States. These 7.9 million directly controlled are not evenly

distributed, geographically or demographically. They are highly concentrated by industry,

by region, and by state. Connecticut, Massachusetts and Missouri include Congressional

districts with high family income dependency on the Pentagon. The s ame is true f or 

Calif ornia and Texas . S o in these states, as well as on Long Island, in Dallas-Fort Worth,

along Route 128 in Massachusetts, in southern California and other places there is of

course fear of an upset in jobs and income from conversion to a peace economy.

The same government and corporate CEOs, led by their chiefs in the White H ous e,

have concentrated the feder al gover nment' s  f inancial r es our ces  to s er ve the w ar - making

institutions . A  privileged layer  of  middle manager s , engineer s , s cientis ts , and s killed

w orker s  w as  cr eated w hos e economic s tatus  is tied to the war-making institutions.

As the resources, even of the U.S. government, are not indefinitely large, this has

entailed limiting support for every sort of civilian and life-serving activity. Thus

America's ruling class of top managers in government and industry maintains an

impoverished population, and wields a variety of ideological controls, including racism,

as instruments for dividing, disorganizing and disabling working people.

Proposition Eight

Economic conversion planning is indispensable if we are to have peace without

depression. Farsighted members of Congress have placed in the legislative hopper

proposals that would facilitate conversion from military to civilian economy. The present

economic conversion bill that carries a comprehensive mechanism for this is House

Resolution 101, whose principal sponsor is Ted Weiss (D-NY), and that is co-sponsored

by 74 other members of the House. This bill now draws serious attention from the

leadership off both the House and the Senate.

The core of the conversion bill is the requirement for establishing Alter-



native Use Committees in every military-serving factory, base and laboratory with 100 persons or more.

The mandatory Alternative Use Committees have the task of preparing a complete technical

economic plan for the use of the people and the facilities following the termination of work for the

Pentagon. The cost of operation of these Committees is to come from the administrative budget of the

facility. They are to have access to all the data of the enterprise. Half of the members of these

Committees are to be named by management, the other half by empl oyees . Representatives of the

surrounding community may participate as non-voting members of the Alternative Use

Committees. The strategy of participatory operation here is essential and carefully designed to

assure full access to all the talents that are present in a particular facility, and to marshal them

in a serious way for a constructive economic future.

The conversion bill also mandates occupational retraining for managers and engineers who

have spent  ten years  or more in the servi ce of the Pentagon. This is a critical requirement. It is not

a reflection on individual employees, it is merely a recognition of the fact that professional functioning

on behalf of the Pentagon changes the normal means of operation, and teaches the maximization of

cost in design, production and management — and civilian economy of course requires cost

minimizing in these and related areas.

H.R . 101 also cont ains a bri efly stated sti pulat ion of great im portance. There is to be a national

Council headed by the Secretary of Commerce and i ncluding other members  of the Cabi net  to

overs ee convers i on acti vi t ies (though at a distance, since the main activities are designed to be

conducted i n a highl y decent ral ized fashi on, wit h res ponsi bi l it y and authori ty i n t he hands  of the

peopl e on the spot in every cas e).  The nat ional  Counci l  is di rect ed to encour age t he

governm ent s  of st at es ,  ci t i es  and count i es  to prepare capi tal budget s wit h res pect to al l the

infrast ructure respons ibili ties under their jurisdiction. The consequence of such capital budget

planning would be a sum of plans for expenditures that would probably exceed $5 trillion for

repair of the damaged infrastructure of the United States. And this would bring an explosion of

employment and income.

It is essential to the bill that the planning will be done locally, by the
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people pr es ent at each plant or  bas e. The Gos plan s tate planning commis s ion system failed

in the Soviet Union, but something similar to the Gosplan is being used in the United

States right now. That is the character of the state management in the Pentagon, which

rides herd over the detailed affairs of 35,000 prime contractors, and a multiple of that

many subcontractors. So with the emphasis on decentr alization, what is implied in the

economic conversion bill is a decisive move away from centralism in the economic power

structure of the United States, to local responsibility and authority.

Proposition Nine

The peace dividend represents the set of resources that, released from the militar y, w ill

become available for  civilian us es  of  ever y s or t. The s ize of the peace dividend is

governed directly by the reduction of the military budget, which is now one-half of the

tax dollars that we pay to the federal government.

Looking at the pos sibilities  f or pr oductive economic inves tment, there is  need for

immense outlays. The National Commission for Economic Conversion and D is ar mament in

Washington has  pr epar ed an es timate of a peace dividend, that is only a partial rendition

of civilian requirements, and that is of the order of magnitude of $165 billion a year. This

partial agenda is based upon a series of independent studies of national needs and recom-

mends new annual outlays as follows:

*   comprehensive housing program $30 billion

*   Department of Education, additional $30   billion

*   repair of roads, bridges, water

and sewer systems $26 billion

*   other  education needs ( pr eschool,

facilities repair, etc.) $23 billion

*   radioactive waste cleanup $17.5 billion

*   toxic waste cleanup $16 billion

*   miscellaneous health costs $12.5 billion

11



*   electrif ication of  U .S. r ail s ystem $10 billion

Consider the last item. The Commission has reckoned that it would be appropriate to

expend $10 billion a year for electrification of the mainline railroads of the United States,

so that we can have modern high speed rail transportation in the U.S. (In Western Europe

there is now a consortium of firms and of governments committed to the expenditure of

$100 billion for the electrification of the mainline railroads there. It is already under

construction.) Such an activity would obviously yield the requirement for major work in a

great array of industries: steel rail production, railroad equipment production,

construction equipment industry, the cement industry, industries of every sort to prepare

allied facilities for the electrification of railroads. This would spill over into a host of

other industries in the United States, and would afford opportunity for productive

employment for at least the next two decades in this country, on a very large scale.

A crucial question of the peace dividend has to do with the issue of investment in new

productive undertaking versus national debt repayment. The United States has incurred

the largest debt in its history, notably by the acceler ated military expenditur e and

borr ow ing of  the las t decade. That the debt must be repaid cannot be repudiated, or else

the credit of the federal government would be destroyed.

But here we have to take into account the meaning of debt. When debt is incurred in

honor of productive investment then it is done with the expectation that the investment

would yield a return so as to not only be able to repay the debt, but also to yield new

wealth beyond the money value of the debt. When debt is incurred where there is no

productive investment, then there is no such return and that becomes a major burden

indeed — and that is the type of debt that has been incurred on military account.

What is to be done w ith the money once a peace dividend on a large s cale is  pos s ible?

M y r ecommendation is  f or  90 per cent to go tow ar d new  w ealth creation, 10 percent for

debt reduction. I expect that new wealth creation will set in motion new income flows

that will undoubtedly yield greater revenue, not only to the persons involved, but also to

government bodies at all levels . A nd that incr eas ed revenue w ould make pos sible the

f inancing of
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debt repayment at an accelerated rate if desired.

Proposition Ten

In the politics of the peace dividend the needs and wishes of the general public are

oppos ed by the r uling group of  gover nment and corporate managers in the military-

industrial complex.

O n J anuar y 25, 1990 the New Y or k T im es  publis hed the r es ults  of  a CBS - New York

Times public opinion poll revealing that about 66 percent of the population favored major

new expenditures for the whole array of items constituting the neglected civilian

infrastructure. That indicates that those favoring the peace dividend would consist not

only of a very broad spectrum of the population, but logically all of the industries and

professions that would stand to gain directly from a major peace dividend and new wealth

creating activities. And this includes everyone from librarians to sewer contractors, from

social workers to manufacturers of construction machinery, f or  all of  thes e pr of es s ions 

w ould be in far  greater demand given a major civilian-oriented peace dividend.

The economic conversion bill aims to reduce fear of depression in the move away

from the Cold War not only by the preparation of plans for new productive investment,

but also by providing means for a two-year income s uppor t given the ter mination of wor k

f or  the Pentagon. H.R. 101 s tipulates that two percent of Pentagon purchasing

expenditures be set aside in a fund administered by the Treasury and used for rendering

income support at a reasonable level for the people who have been engaged in military

employment.

There is now the possibility of mobilizing a new kind of bi-partisan and cross-

occupational and cross-industrial coalition in favor of the peace dividend. Bi-partisan

because road contractors, whether Republicans or Democrats, are interested in road

contracting. And it is to be expected that a great variety of occupations and trade

associations with a stake in the peace dividend can be marshaled to join together in

support of that orientation of U.S. policy. Therefore there is in prospect the formulation

of a
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coalition of previously unknown size, that would be a multiple, in terms of the people

involved, of those engaged in the military economy. It would have the prospect for a

political influence as yet undeveloped.

At this writing there is at least a possibility that the mayors of large cities will join

forces to press for a significant peace dividend. For their own self-defense, and in order to

make their professional tasks workable, the mayors require the sort of peace dividend

outlined here. Failing that, they know that the conditions of life for many of their people

will change fr om unbearable to catas trophic. A s M ayor David D inkins of New  Y ork City

has announced that he will convene an economic conversion meeting of big-city mayors

in the Fall of 1990, there is now an open prospect for a new political factor on the

national scene.

Proposition Eleven

From this analysis it appears that there are two futures in prospect for the U nited

S tates . O ne futur e is  the continuation of  a bi- par tisan Cold War , to be operated North-

South in place of East-West, and to have a country that is armed to the teeth while

decaying internally.

The alternative prospect is for an end to the Cold War and other wars of convenience.

These can be replaced at home by policies spearheaded by economic conversion and

reconstruction, and abroad by policies of negotiated disarmament. The idea of a

systematic reversal of the arms race by negotiation, supported by appropriate inspection

and by institutions organized for peaceful resolutions to international conflict, is an idea

that has been buried in this country since 1962. It is time to restore this idea and to put it

on the political table. The National Commis sion for Economic Conversion and

Disarmament has reprinted the proposal for disarmament prepared by President Kennedy

and published in April of 1962. It is entitled "Bluepr int f or  the Peace Race: A n outline of 

Basic P rovis ions of  a Tr eaty on General and Complete Disarmament in a Peaceful World."

For 28 years the idea of conducting international life without a war system has been

buried. But now it's time to have the idea of a peace

14



system revived, and for it to be a subject of serious discussion, so that the problems of

maintaining peace can be addressed and the potentials of a peace economy can be r ealized.

A demilitarizing society is  not Utopia. A roster of inequalities , br utalities and

economic and social decay long endemic to industrial capitalis m r em ain, with this 

differ ence. The ver y proces s of dem ilitar izing -- by well- designed econom ic

conversion — institutionaliz ed democratic decision- making and decentr alization,

reinfor ces productive life- serving values, and frees up the resources needed for

every sort of improvement in quality of life. Though not Utopia, demilitarization

makes a host of economic, social and political changes much more workable.

There is a better chance of the continuation of life itself. ( Fr om the preface to T he

D em ilitariz ed Society.) 
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